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Actioning the UNESCO Recommendation 
A ‘human-centred and pedagogically appropriate interaction’ approach

six perspectives to consolidate pedagogically appropriate interactions and the 
prioritization of human agency:
● appropriate domains of knowledge or problems;
● expected outcomes;
● appropriate GenAI tools and comparative
advantages;
● requirements for users;
● required human pedagogical methods and example prompts; and
● ethical risks.

Guidance for generative AI in education and research, UNESCO, 2023
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000386693 

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000386693


See more at: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/digcomp

Actioning on EU Digital Competences 
Framework DigComp 2.2

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC128415 

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC128415


Join European Digital Education Hub

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/EDEH_registration 

https://education.ec.europa.eu/focus-topics/digital-education/action-
plan/european-digital-education-hub 

The online collaborative community for digital education enthusiasts in Europe and beyond.

Discover the activities
•Innovation Accelerator
•Mentorship and advice
•Webinars
•Workshops and working groups
•Reading corner

https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/EDEH_registration
https://education.ec.europa.eu/focus-topics/digital-education/action-plan/european-digital-education-hub
https://education.ec.europa.eu/focus-topics/digital-education/action-plan/european-digital-education-hub
https://education.ec.europa.eu/node/2804
https://education.ec.europa.eu/node/2798
https://education.ec.europa.eu/node/2800
https://education.ec.europa.eu/node/2796
https://education.ec.europa.eu/node/2799


EU  AI report the European Digital Education Hub’s 
Squad on artificial intelligence in education 
• Teachers’ Competences
• Competences for Teaching for AI
• Competences for Teaching with AI
• Competences for Teaching about AI
• How to Support Teachers to Use AI in Teaching
• Use Scenarios & Practical Examples of AI Use in Education
• Teaching for AI
• Teaching for AI
• Teaching with AI

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/9bb60fb1-b42a-11ee-b164-01aa75ed71a1/language-en 

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/9bb60fb1-b42a-11ee-b164-01aa75ed71a1/language-en


EU  AI report the European Digital Education Hub’s 
Squad on artificial intelligence in education 
• Education about AI
• Influence of AI on Governance in Education
• AI and Ethics, Human Rights, Law and Educational Data
• Teaching with AI - Assessment, Feedback and Personalisation

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/9bb60fb1-b42a-11ee-b164-01aa75ed71a1/language-en 

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/9bb60fb1-b42a-11ee-b164-01aa75ed71a1/language-en


Educator considerations for ChatGPT from 
OpenAI
Some examples of how we’ve seen educators exploring how to teach and 
learn with tools like ChatGPT:
•Drafting and brainstorming for lesson plans and other activities
•Help with design of quiz questions or other exercises
•Experimenting with custom tutoring tools
•Customizing materials for different preferences (simplifying language, 
adjusting to different reading levels, creating tailored activities for different 
interests)
•Providing grammatical or structural feedback on portions of writing
•Use in upskilling activities in areas like writing and coding (debugging code, 
revising writing, asking for explanations)
•Critique AI generated text

https://platform.openai.com/docs/chatgpt-education 

https://platform.openai.com/docs/chatgpt-education/educator-considerations-for-chatgpt
https://platform.openai.com/docs/chatgpt-education/educator-considerations-for-chatgpt
https://platform.openai.com/docs/chatgpt-education


“Am I even necessary now?”

Don’t Ban ChatGPT in courses. Teach With It
(Roose, 2023)

● Summarizing articles
● Conversational practice. Clarifying Topics
● Vocabulary building
● Writing practice. Writing assistance: brainstorming or creating first drafts, 

Write a book review, a play-script
● Reading comprehension
● Practice communication and pronunciation skills
● AI invents dialogue, story, essay, emails, scripts for movies, book reviews,

discourses, CV
● Flashcards, quizzes,
● Speech and presentations.
● Digital storytellling
● Q&A session
● Language translations. Language Discussion partner
● …

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/12/technology/chatgpt-schools-teachers.html


Get creative with your assignment
(examples for ChatGPT)

Prompt competition: Ask students to individually write a prompt for chatGPT to answer 
the major question.
Reflect and Improve:  Using Track Changes in MS Word or Suggesting in Google Docs, 
have students improve the output of chatGPT (e.g., correcting errors or misinformation, 
expanding on shallow content).
Re-vision: Have students revise (write again) ChatGPT’s output from a different angel. For 
instance, take a different perspective, apply a critical lens, expand on a particular concept, 
or correct aspects of the output that could cause their peers to misunderstand or 
misinterpret.
Dual-Assignments: Give students a choice between two versions of the same assignment. 
One version for those that want to use chatGPT and one for those who don’t.

Mind-Maps // Debates // Videos or Podcasts (with caution)



AI Use in education 

The need to respect copyright and not use material without the author's 
permission.
Ensuring that digital assessment is fair and impartial, with the same standards and 
assessment criteria as traditional assessment.
The need to clearly provide students with instructions and expectations regarding 
assessment, to be clear about what is expected of them and how they will be 
assessed.
Assessment based on skills and not just memorization of information.
Using technology (see Generative AI-ChatGPT) to improve assessment and provide 
rapid and personalized feedback to students.
Open and transparent communication with students about the plagiarism policy 
and the consequences of unauthorized use of online resources.



Using ChatGPT (or other generative AI tools) for  teachers

TEACHER
Generating practice problems
Creating lesson plans
Generating personalized feedback
Creating study guides
Generating visual aids
Personalizing learning
Generating exam questions
Creating interactive simulations
Providing virtual tutoring
Creating multimedia projects



Using ChatGPT (or other generative AI tools) for students

STUDENT
Research assistant 
(generating research 
topics)
Creating lab reports
Practicing coding
Digital Tutor
Generating study 
materials
Problem-solving
Creating multimedia 
projects



Drawbacks in STEM education?
● Over-reliance on technology
● Creativity (if used corectly)
● Lack of personalization
● Limited scope of content
● Potential for bias
● …



AI in research



Can an AI chatbot be the author of a scholarly paper?

Cotton, D., Cotton, P. A., & Shipway, J. R. (2023b). Chatting and cheating: Ensuring academic integrity in the era of ChatGPT. 
Innovations in Education and Teaching International, 1–12. https://doi.org/10.1080/14703297.2023.2190148

https://doi.org/10.1080/14703297.2023.2190148


https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.3c01544 

Can an AI chatbot be the author of a scholarly paper?

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.3c01544


Buriak, Jillian M., et al. "Best Practices for Using AI When Writing Scientific Manuscripts: Caution, 
Care, and Consideration: Creative Science Depends on It." ACS nano 17.5 (2023): 4091-4093.  
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.3c01544 

Can an AI chatbot be the author of a scholarly 
paper?

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.3c01544


Plagiarism detectors

Turnitin (Integrate AI Writing Detector into Its 

Products since April 2023), ithenticate, Grammarly 

Plagiarism Checker,  AI Text Classifier, GPTZero 

for Educators, CrossPlag, AI Content Detector, 

Originality.ai, DetectGPT, Ai Writing Check, 

PlagiBot, Writer.com, Plag, PlagiarismCheckerAI

https://www.turnitin.com/
https://campustechnology.com/articles/2023/02/14/turnitin-integrating-ai-writing-detector-into-its-products.aspx
https://www.ithenticate.com/
https://www.grammarly.com/plagiarism-checker
https://www.grammarly.com/plagiarism-checker
https://platform.openai.com/ai-text-classifier
http://gptzero.me/
http://gptzero.me/
https://crossplag.com/ai-content-detector/
https://copyleaks.com/features/ai-content-detector
https://originality.ai/
https://www.thomas.io/detect-gpt
https://aiwritingcheck.org/
https://plagibot.com/
http://writer.com/
https://www.plag.ai/
https://plagiarismchecker.ai/


AI in Turnitin



Co-create to control and 
benefit from Generative AI in 
Education

Regulation Adopt Use cases Learn



AI Courses & Guides



AI Courses & Guides

The IEEE Academy on Artificial 
Intelligence provides basic 
knowledge on classic AI, modern 
AI (machine learning), humanized 
computing, and semantic 
computing.

https://www.ieee.org/education/academy-index/artificial-intelligence1.html 

https://www.ieee.org/education/academy-index/artificial-intelligence1.html


AI Courses & Guides

Elements of AI
 https://www.ele
mentsofai.com/  

https://course.ele
mentsofai.com/

https://www.elementsofai.com/
https://www.elementsofai.com/
https://course.elementsofai.com/
https://course.elementsofai.com/


AI Courses & Guides

• Generative AI in 
Higher Education

• By Kings College 
London

https://www.futurelearn.com/
courses/generative-ai-in-
higher-education

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/generative-ai-in-higher-education
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/generative-ai-in-higher-education
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/generative-ai-in-higher-education


AI Courses & Guides

• University of 
Amsterdam (UvA)

https://rise.articula
te.com/share/ZnOK
VfHDkKjhmoXya9P
91gzlpFPt_pdy#/ 

https://rise.articulate.com/share/ZnOKVfHDkKjhmoXya9P91gzlpFPt_pdy
https://rise.articulate.com/share/ZnOKVfHDkKjhmoXya9P91gzlpFPt_pdy
https://rise.articulate.com/share/ZnOKVfHDkKjhmoXya9P91gzlpFPt_pdy
https://rise.articulate.com/share/ZnOKVfHDkKjhmoXya9P91gzlpFPt_pdy


https://share.minicoursegenerator.com/understanding-digital-ethics-in-the-universit-638121620040861749/1/?shr=1

AI Courses & Guides
Understanding Digital Ethics

https://share.minicoursegenerator.com/understanding-digital-ethics-in-the-universit-638121620040861749/1/?shr=1


AI Courses & Guides

• https://www.udemy.com/course/chatgpt-masterclass-a-complete-chatgpt-guide-for-beginners 

https://www.udemy.com/course/chatgpt-masterclass-a-complete-chatgpt-guide-for-beginners


AI Courses & Guides
• “Rather than restricting the use of 

ChatGPT in education, bodies such as the 
Department for Education could hold the 
people who provide these services to 
account so that the potential for harmful 
use is minimised.”

• https://www.cam.ac.uk/st
ories/ChatGPT-and-
education

https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/ChatGPT-and-education
https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/ChatGPT-and-education
https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/ChatGPT-and-education
https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/ChatGPT-and-education


AI Courses & Guides

• Top 7 ChatGPT Education Use 
Cases

• https://research.aimultiple.com
/chatgpt-education/ 

https://research.aimultiple.com/chatgpt-education/
https://research.aimultiple.com/chatgpt-education/


AI Courses & Guides

• Northern Illinois 
University

• https://www.niu.
edu/citl/resources
/guides/chatgpt-
and-
education.shtml 

https://www.niu.edu/citl/resources/guides/chatgpt-and-education.shtml
https://www.niu.edu/citl/resources/guides/chatgpt-and-education.shtml
https://www.niu.edu/citl/resources/guides/chatgpt-and-education.shtml
https://www.niu.edu/citl/resources/guides/chatgpt-and-education.shtml
https://www.niu.edu/citl/resources/guides/chatgpt-and-education.shtml


Educators and AI – take aways

People want to understand AI - support this!

Small, easily accessible courses, conferences and events

Familiarize yourself with the basics 

Update syllabus for the generative Al

Be mindful of the tool's limitations and  use it in combination with 
other resources 

Organize open-books exams

Get Rid of Disposable Assignments // Create unique assignments

Promote a culture of academic integrity

Learn 

Share with others

Teach 



Co-create to control and 
benefit from Generative AI in 
Education

Regulation Adopt Use cases Learn Teach



Welding

A complicated process, with rules
Used by people with training
Create simple industrial things
Create wonderful things
Create art



Will I ever be able 
to communicate 
with my dog?
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